
Pressing the MAIN button on the right ear cup toggles between the Main preset and the selected Alternate 
preset. Pressing the PRESET button on the left ear cup cycles through eight Alternate presets. For best results, start 
with the Main preset and then toggle to an Alternate preset that’s optimized for the game or situation you’re in.
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PRESETS REFERENCE CARD



Incorporates Dolby® surround sound processing for an immersive audio experience. This preset does not use any 
additional processing effects to modify the sound.

MAIN PRESET

The default Alternate presets were intentially designed to provide general audio effects. They do not 
incorporate voice morphing or effects that radically modify game sounds or chat. These Alternate presets 
can be replaced with more game-specific presets by downloading new ones from TurtleBeach.com

ALTERNATE PRESETS

Hear stereo game sound without effects 
processing or Dolby surround sound.

Games, music, TV or whenever you’d 
reach for regular stereo headphones.

Crank up the bass and really feel the deep 
sound effects. It’s like wearing a subwoofer 
on your head!

Making explosions rattle your teeth, 
feeling like you’re inside a racecar.

Boosts the high frequencies for crisper 
sounds and higher clarity.

Hearing shell-casings hit the floor, 
gunfire and reloads.

The best of both worlds! Rumbling lows and 
pristine highs come through clearly.

Times that you need both ends of the 
sound spectrum, music, waking the dead.

Stereo processing with a 3D effect. Pushes 
sounds away from your head, allowing you 
to focus in on subtle cues.

Widening the sound field so you can 
better hear sounds on the left and right.

Focus on sounds in the midrange frequencies
that often get lost under bass and treble.

Enhancing in-game voices and many 
ambient sound effects.

Tune out the excess noise and focus on the 
sound of your enemies approaching.

Hearing enemies before you see 
them; react faster and get the drop 
on them first.

Let no sound slip past you! Boosts the low
volume sounds of mere mortals so you can 
hear like a superhero!

Accentuating all sounds and 
background noises around you.
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USE IT FOR:WHAT IT DOES:WHAT IT IS:

Press the POWER Button 2X quickly to switch between PS3™ and XBOX 360® modes.

PS3/XBOX MODES

Download new presets or customize your own with the PX5 software from TurtleBeach.com

TB521-2180-01P

Incorporates Dolby Headphone Surround Sound Processing


